Subcriticality of the zigzag transition: A nonlinear bifurcation analysis.
When repelling particles are confined by a transverse potential in quasi-one-dimensional geometry, the straight line equilibrium configuration becomes unstable at small confinement, in favor of a staggered row that may be inhomogeneous or homogeneous. This conformational phase transition is a pitchfork bifurcation called the zigzag transition. We study the zigzag transition in infinite and periodic finite systems with short-range interactions. We provide numerical evidence that in this case the bifurcation is subcritical since it exhibits phase coexistence and hysteretic behavior. The physical mechanism responsible for the change in the bifurcation character is the nonlinear coupling between the transverse soft mode at the transition and the longitudinal Goldstone mode linked to the translational or rotational invariance of the zigzag pattern. An asymptotic analysis, near the bifurcation threshold and assuming an infinite system, gives an explicit expression for the normal form of the bifurcation. We establish the subcriticality, and we describe with excellent precision the inhomogeneous zigzag patterns observed in the simulations. A direct test of the physical mechanism responsible for the bifurcation character evidences a quantitative agreement.